Oceans, which cover over 70 per cent of the globe, are an essential component of the
Earth's climate system. Constantly under stress, oceans can also at the same time
pose a serious threat to human activity. Extreme weather events can create havoc
both at sea and in vulnerable coastal regions and island nations. This brochure
explains the significance of the oceans in relation to weather and climate and how
these affect human activities. Oceans also play a vital role in maintaining carbon
balance and moderating global wa&:ming. Changes in sea-level pose threats all over
the world. After the Foreword by the Secretary-General of the World Meteorological
Organization, the brochure focuses on the following aspects:
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Weather, climate and the oceans - the global heat engine; the ocean weather
factory; waves and tides; the polar oceans;
People and the oceans;
The development of the oceans - fishing; aquaculture/mariculture; ocean
industries;
The coastal zone - recreation;
Weather, climate and navigation - early voyages to modern shipping; the power
of nature;
Marine meteorological services - the World Weather Watch; weather observing
at sea; marine weather products and services; ship routing yesterday and today;
specialized requirements; ice services; weather and climate services for the
fishery; meteorological support to offshore resource extraction; weather services
for recreation, tourism and coastal zone development;
Climate variability, climate change and the oceans.
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FOREWORD
World Meteorological Day is celebrated each
year on 23 March to commemorate the coming
into force of the Convention of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 1950.
For each anniversary, WMO selects a theme
which highlights the importance of meteorology
and operational hydrology to a topical issue. As
the United Nations has declared 1998 the
"International Year of the Ocean", it is therefore
particularly appropriate that WMO has chosen
Weathe/~ Oceans and Human Attiuity as the
theme for World Meteorolog1'tal Day 1998.
The oceans provide a vital source of food,
energy, water, hydrocarbon and mineral
resources and are an essential component of the
Earth's climate system. Increasingly, the oceans
are under stress due to the pressures of coastal
development, industrial pollution and overfishing.
The oceans can also be a serious obstacle or even
a threat to human activities. Extreme weather
events, high waves and storm surges have all too
often resulted in disastrous loss of life at sea and
in vulnerable coastal and island regions.
WMO plays a vital role in supporting
human activities on and adjacent to the world's
oceans and in contributing to the sustainable
use of ocean resources. The national Meteorological Services (NMSs) provide relevant
services round-the-clock, especially in
the context of WMO's World Weather Watch
and its Marine Meteorology and Associated
Oceanographic Activities Programme. The
observations of weather, wave and ice conditions and sea temperatures collected by ships,
coastal stations, drifting and moored buoys and
satellites are used in weather forecasting and
the issuance of early warnings, climate research
and the design and cost-effective operation of
offshore oil platforms, harbours and coastal
facilities. Other specialized meteorological

products and services are provided in support of
marine transportation, fishing, recreation, pollution clean-up and coastal zone management.
Furthermore, our growing understanding
of the links between the ocean and weather and
climate conditions, as reflected in the El Nino/
Southern Oscillation phenomenon, offers the
perspective to forecast phenomena such as
severe droughts several months in advance.
The threat of global warming and climate
change has brought into sharp focus the vital
role of the oceans in the capture, storage and
release of water vapour, carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases and the impact of an
eventual sea-level rise on coastal regions and
flat islands. '
This booklet was prepared by Dr Des
O'Neill, a former Regional Director-General of
the Atmospheric Environment Service of
Canada. He has brought his valuable contribution
and perspective to a subject of global interest.
It is my hope that World Meteorological
Day this year will serve to draw the attention of
the public, the governments and regional and
international organizations to the significance
of the oceans in relation to weather and
climate, and to the substantial contribution
which NMSs and WMO make each day to
ocean-related activities, the preservation of the
oceans, and their sustainable use for the future
benefit of humankind.
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(G. O. P. Obasi)
Secretary-General
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INTRODUCTION
The atmosphere covers our planet with a thin,
oxygen-rich, life-sustaining envelope
gases. Within this envelope, weather
systems form, grow to maturity and
die. Below it lies one huge ocean
covering over 70 per cent of the
globe, with occasional conti/.
nental and smaller islands
breaking its watery surface.
.&J.
Where the oceans and
the atmosphere make
physical contact at the
sea surface, there is a
continuous exchange
of momentum, water
and water vapour,
heat, carbon dioxide
and other gases. The
oceans influence the
atmosphere through
these exchanges and,
conversely, are influenced by them.

Seen
from
space,
the Earth is
largely ocean;
consequently, the
oceans exert a major
influence on our atmosphere
(EUMETSAT)
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WEATHER, CLIMATE AND THE OCEANS
The global heat engine

The atmosphere and the
oceans operate as a
giant heat engine
transporting excess heat
from equatorial regions
towards the poles
(A. McDonald and
C. Wunch)

The Earth absorbs radiation from the sun while
at the same time radiating energy into space at
longer wavelengths. Near the equator, incoming radiant energy from the sun exceeds that
emitted by the Earth and heats the tropical
oceans and the atmosphere above them.
Conversely, energy is lost from the polar
regions where outgoing radiation emitted by
the Earth exceeds the incoming solar energy.
This uneven heating and cooling causes largescale vertical and horizonta movements of air
and water as the atmosphere and the oceans
attempt to create a more uniform temperature
distribution. These atmospheric and ocean
currents are in turn affected by the rotation of
the Earth, the distribution of continents and
oceans, and the Earth's topography. In effect,

the atmosphere and the oceans combine to
operate as a vast heat engine, collecting and
dispersing energy in a complex manner that
involves both vertical and horizontal circulations in the atmospheric and oceanic "fluids".
The heat capacity of the world's oceans is
about one thousand times greater than that of
the atmosphere. Consequently, the oceans
maintain a much more even temperature than
does land. As a giant heat reservoir, the
oceans act like a flywheel in moderating
coastal and maritime climates, acting to reduce
extremes of temperature and to delay the onset
of seasonal changes. Major current systems
such as the Gulf Stream are highly effective
mechanisms for this transfer of the ocean's
influence to the climates of downstream continental areas.
It has now been clearly demonstrated that
linkages exist between ocean surface temperatures and climatic conditions several months
ahead. The best known of these linkages is the
El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon associated with slowly and irregularly
pulsating surface water temperature patterns in
the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean.

The ocean weather factory
The world's oceans exert a major influence on
global weather and climate through the
exchanges of energy and moisture noted earlier
and are, in effect, a giant factory for the
production of tropical and extratropical storms,
clouds, fog, land and sea breezes, and related
phenomena. Tropical cyclones, also called
hurricanes or typhoons depending on the
geographical region, form over tropical waters,
gaining their energy from the upward fluxes of
heat and moisture from the ocean surface.
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Extratropical depressions of middle and high
latitudes, in general, also either develop over
the ocean or intensify there due to reduced frictional drag and the supply of heat and moisture
from the water surface.
Air masses are modified substantially as
they pass over ocean waters. Warm moist air
masses of tropical origin are cooled from below
as they move poleward over colder water,
producing fog and low cloud. Conversely, cold
polar or arctic airmasses are heated and
supplied with moisture as they push towards
the equator over progressively warmer water.
This process generates upward movement of
parcels of air, or convection, which produces
cloud and showers.
The oceans are clearly a major element in
the global hydrologic cycle - that endless, sundriven cycle of precipitation, runoff, moisture
storage and evaporation which is so intimately
connected to the global climate system.
On a more localized scale, differential
heating of land and sea results in onshore flow
of air at the Earth's surface during daytime (a
"sea breeze") and the reverse situation at night
(a "land breeze"), with compensating return
airflows aloft. The formation of land and sea
breezes was broadly understood by Arab
seamen of the 15th century, as reflected in the
writings of an Omani pilot of that era (see box).
"In all the coasts of the world the wind comes
from the land only at night, and generally
comes from the sea only during the day,
because of the heating up of the (desert) sand
by day and the coldness of the sea. At night, it
comes from the land, because the sea is colder
than the land by day and the land is colder than
the sea by night."
Ahmad Ibn Majid, 15th century
(Marine WeatherObseroer, Vol. 60, No. 310, October 1990)

Waves and tides
Most ocean waves are generated by the frictional drag exerted by wind blowing over the
ocean surface. The size of such waves
depends on the wind: its speed, its persistence
and the fetch or extent of the open water over
which it blows. Consequently, enormous
waves can develop in the open seas where the

Tropical cyclones
develop over the tropical
oceans and derive most
of their energy from
upward [luxes of heat
and moisture from the
sea surface. Tropical
cyclone warnings save
many lives each year
(NOAA/NESDIS)

Part of a slide presentation by AES Canada,
this shows a crosssection of a hurricane
(Atmospheric
Environment Service
(AES), Canada)
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Right: Part of a slide
presentation by AES
Canada, this depicts
land and sea breezes,
which are a well
known feature along
many coastlines and
result from temperature
differences between
land and sea
Bottom: "Arctic sea
smoke" or shallow
convective fog forms
when a very cold and
dry Arctic airmass flows
over open water and is
subjected to rapid
injection of heat and
intense moisture from
the sea surface

(AES Canada)

wind blows over an unobstructed fetch of thousands of kilometres.
On occasion, however, earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions or shifts in the sea bottom
generate very large, fast-moving waves known
as "tsunamis". These huge waves can travel at
speeds of over 400 knots but are of such long
wavelengths (tens to hundreds of kilometres)
as to be barely noticeable on the open sea.
When they reach coastlines and, particularly,
bays or inlets, however, they interact with the
sea bottom, reduce speed and build up to
tremendous heights. Following the Krakatoa
eruption in 1883, a tsunami destroyed many
villages in Java and Suma1!fa with loss of life
estimated at over 36 000 people; in 1896 this
most destructive of all waves killed over 27 000
people on the coast of Japan.
Unlike waves, ocean tides are caused by
the gravitational attraction of the moon, sun and
other stellar bodies acting on the ocean. Weather
conditions can, however, exert a major influence
on the tides. The combination of strong onshore
winds, low atmospheric pressure and high
astronomical tides can result in exceptionally
high water levels known as storm surges.
Storm surges and associated coastal flooding
are a common feature of tropical storms.
In November 1970, approximately 20 000
people drowned in Bangladesh as a result of
a storm surge produced by a tropical cyclone.
On the other hand, offshore winds and
high pressure can also combine with gravitational effects to produce unusually low tides or
negative surges.

The polar oceans
As the seasons change, ice cover expands and
contracts on the polar oceans. The Arctic and
Antarctic ice packs present a major obstacle to
navigation by even the most powerful,
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Clockwise from far left:
As waues approach the
shore, the frictional
drag of the sea bottom
causes them to slow
down, increase in
height and break
(WWF/R. Seitre/BIOS);
storm surges often
result in extensiue
damage along coasts
(Islamic Republic of
Iran Meteorological
Organization); icebergs
pose a major hazard to
uessels and oil drilling
platforms. Warnings of
their presence are of
great importance to
marine safety (AES
Canada)

ice-strengthened vessels; multi-year ice, which
has remained frozen throughout more than one
season, is particularly worrisome due to its
hardness. Icebergs calved from glaciers are a
major concern in parts of the Arctic and
Antarctic and can, at times, drift long distances
from these regions during the summer months,
posing a hazard to middle-latitude shipping.

In recent years, icebergs have generated
increased public interest as a potential source
of freshwater. The expression "tip of the
iceberg" is well founded since almost 90 per
cent of an iceberg's mass is below water and
underwater ledges or promontories may
extend a considerable distance from the
visible portion of the berg.

[n June 1907 a vast
aiscfiarge of icehergs
from tfie 5'lretic into
tfie :Ahrtfi 5'ldantic
sent one herg soutfi to
tfie vicinity of
'13ermuaa hefore it
fina{{y meCterf ana
anotfier to 'll!itfiin a
fe'll! fiunarerf
kilometres
of tfie [rufi coast.
J
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PEOPLE AND THE OCEANS

Weather and sea-state
forecasts are critical to
most operations at sea

(Department of
National Defence,
Canada)

Since earliest times, the world's oceans have
been a source of awe, wonder and, on occasion, fear to people who have inhabited their
shorelines and braved their waters. The oceans
have also supplied food and salt, the first
mineral that people took from the sea. As our
ability to travel on water gradually improved,
the oceans progressively became a route to
exploration and discovery and, later, a transportation network facilitating the movement of
people and their belongings between countries
and continents.
..
The sea has always offered protection
against invasion, providing a barrier behind
which many island peoples could develop their
cultures; the operational and logistical problems of seaborne invasion remain substantial
even toda y. Throughout the centuries,

however, the oceans have, all too frequently,
become a field of conflict providing maritime
powers and piratical bands with a route by
which to mount surprise attacks and with a
means of escape from superior enemy forces.
To counterbalance its benefits, the fury of
the ocean has always presented a threat to
vessels operating at sea and, at times, to
coastal settlements. High waves associated
with tropical storms and mid-latitude depressions can endanger even the most wellfounded modern ships or massive offshore oil
rigs. Unusually high tides or storm surges occasionally produce extensive flooding on
low-lying coasts and islands. In addition, wave
action can' result in substantial damage to
breakwaters, port facilities and other coastal
infrastructures.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE OCEANS
Fishing
Approximately 20 000 species of fish are
known to inhabit the oceans, considerably
more than the number of any other class of
vertebrates, but of these fewer than 300 are of
commercial interest. Historically, the presence
of lucrative fishing grounds has provided a
substantial impetus for coastal settlement;
seashells, fish bones and fish hooks have been
found in ancient rubbish piles which are up to
10 000 years old. Today, the world's fishing
fleets bring in millions of tons of fish, shellfish
and other species, providing an essential
supply of protein to many of the world's
peoples.
Traditional fisheries rely heavily on skill
and knowledge handed down from generation
to generation. In tropical developing countries,
these small boat fisheries provide between 40
and 70 per cent of the animal protein in human
diets. Modern high technology commercial
fishing fleets generally use scientific knowledge
of the ocean and of fish behaviour to optimize
their fishing efforts and now deliver over 90 per
cent of the world's supply of living marine
products. Real-time information on ocean
temperature patterns obtained from satellite
observations is used to route these fishing fleets
into areas where the temperature regime and
food supply are favourable for certain species
of fish.
In recent years, the catching capacity of
the world's commercial fishing industry has
developed to such an extent that sustainable
fisheries management has become a major
challenge for maritime nations. Overfishing in a
number of formerly highly productive fisheries,
such as the North Sea and on the
Newfoundland Grand Banks, has led to the
collapse of stocks of some species. It is

increasingly being recognized that our technological capacity to find and catch fish has
reached the point where it is capable of the
total extermination of species.

Aquaculture/mariculture
The pressure of the growing population on food
supplies and the popularity of seafood dishes
have lent impetus to the development of sea
farming or mariculture. Salt-water aquaculture
is"a rapidly expanding commercial activity in
both tropical and mid-latitude regions, producing fin fish, shellfish and seaweed for the
marketplace. In 1987, world production from
aquaculture exceeded three million 'tonnes or
around four per cent of total marine production.
Aquaculture probably began several centuries
ago in South East Asia and that region now
produces about two-thirds of all aquaculture
output (both freshwater and salt water). As fish
farming has expanded, associated environmental problems have also arisen. Among the
most important of these is the loss of mangrove
swamps and other wetland areas, a destruction
of natural habitat which can lead to the decline
of wild fish populations. Other concerns relate

Small boat fisheries
provide a substantial
proportion of the protein
needs of many
developing countries yet
are highly vulnerable
to wind and wave
(WWF/M. Gunther/BIOS)
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to the introduction of cultured organisms which
can result in the transmission of diseases and
pests to wild populations, and unrestricted use
of antibiotics and other chemicals which can
pose health problems.

Ocean industries

The offshore oil industry
requires specialized forecasts of weather and sea
state in order to operate
safely and efficiently.
Many oil exploration and
production operations
must cease when wind
and waue conditions
exceed uiticallimits
(AES Canada)

The earliest ocean industry used the sun to
evaporate sea water from shallow pools and
obtain salt; this approach is still widely used in
many tropical and subtropical countries. In an
analogous manner, modern desalination plants
in water-hungry countries of the Middle East
and on some island nation~use oil and natural
gas to produce freshwater by evaporating and
recondensing sea water. Ocean-related industries have, however, expanded substantially
during the past several decades to encompass
offshore oil and gas production, seabed mining,
electric power generation and an increasingly
significant ocean technology sector.
The oceans have been described as a
giant liquid mine as sea water contains all of
the minerals found on land. As mentioned
earlier, simple evaporation processes are
widely used to produce sea salt which includes
iodine, magnesium and bromine. Deep ocean
mineral nodules containing manganese, nic~l,
copper and other minerals are now generating
increasing interest among commercial mining
companies and it is expected that development
of these resources will commence within the
foreseeable future. To date, the most substantial ocean mining activity involves the
development of ocean bed reserves of oil and
gas and the term "offshore industry" has become
almost synonymous with the development of

these hydrocarbon resources. Oil and gas
production from offshore fields is now a major
contributor to the world's supply of hydrocarbon fuels.
Interest in ocean resources extends
beyond non-renewable minerals and hydrocarbons to include the utilization of tides, waves
and ocean temperature gradients to generate
electricity. Several tidal power plants are now
in operation and further development of tidal
energy seems probable within the near future.
New technologies which use the power of the
ocean's waves to generate electricity are also
in prototype operation. Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion (OTEC) is another innovative
approach to power generation which shows
considerable promise for application in warm
oceans. OTEC uses the temperature difference
between warm surface waters in the tropics and
deep ocean waters to run a heat engine and
generate electricity.
In the new global economy, the development of systems to monitor the characteristics
and behaviour of the oceans is a substantial
industry in itself. Each year, many millions of
dollars are spent on increasingly sophisticated
systems designed to observe and measure
particular ocean features at the sea surface and
in the ocean depths. Driven by the need to
develop a comprehensive global ocean observing system, a significant, high technology
industrial sector has evolved which is centred
on the design, development, manufacture and
operation of ocean observation and communication systems. Interestingly, this industry itself
requires observational data on weather conditions and ocean features in order to design its
products to withstand the marine environment.
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THE COASTAL ZONE
Two out of three of the world's cities of over
2.5 million inhabitants are located in coastal
regions. By the year 2000, it has been estimated that up to two-thirds of the world's
population may be living in coastal zones. This
situation is compounded by the attraction of
beaches, small islands and coastal resorts for
growing millions of tourists, often resulting in
intensive and relatively uncontrolled development of recreational and tourism facilities.
Much of this development is occurring in
exposed, low-lying areas vulnerable to flooding
from storm surges or tsunamis. The impacts of
exploding coastal development are already
evident in accelerated rates of coastal degradation, increased pollution and declining coastal
fisheries.
Today, the effluent from man's industrial
development is impacting most heavily on
coastal waters. Changes in topography and
vegetative cover resulting from development
activity have increased the rate of erosion
along shorelines. Drainage of mangrove
swamps and other coastal wetlands is reducing
natural populations of fish and other species.
Integrated management of coastal zones is
increasingly recognized as essential to the
sustainable development of these sensitive
regions and to the resolution of conflicts
between the requirements of inhabitants,
tourists, industries and the environment.
There is also a growing awareness of the
significant role which atmospheric transport
and deposition processes play in coastal and
deep ocean pollution. The atmosphere is an
effective transport pathway for nutrients such
as nitrogen, phosphorous and iron, heavy
metals such as lead, cadmium, mercury, zinc
and copper, and persistent organic pollutants
such as DDT and PCBs. Deposition of these

pollutants can disturb biochemical processes in
the marine environment, causing shifts in
biological productivity. For many persistent
organic pollutants, atmospheric input to the
oceans accounts for up to 90 per cent of the
total input from all sources while in the case of
heavy metals and nutrients it can equal or even
at times exceed the contribution from rivers.
WMO established the Global Atmosphere
Watch (GAW) Programme to provide observational data, scientific assessments and related
information on changes in the chemical and
physical composition of the atmosphere. Under
the umbrella of GAW, national Meteorological
Services operate a network of global and
regional observing stations along w,ith related
facilities such as data, quality assurance and
calibration centres and laboratories. Data and

''Jln ine7(ora6[e
accumu{ation of
1Uea{tfi/ investment/
infrastructure ana
popu{ation is in
progress in coasta{
zones ana Gamer
is{anC£S in Gotfi
aevefopec£ ana
aevefoping regions of
tfie g{oGe. "
Prof. D. Parker,
University of Middlesex

Expanding development
of coastal zones often
results in air
pollution problems and
in conflicts between
various sectors.
National Meteorological
Services can assist in
coastal zone management by assessing air
pollution potential and
by providing advice on
related meteorological
conditions

(WWF/E. Parker)
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Meteorological services
in support of tourism are
increasingly impOltant in
many coastal regions
(WWF/E. Parker)

analyses from GA W will assist in refining our
understanding of the atmospheric contribution
to, and linkages with, ocean biochemical
processes.

Recreation
"Our peop[e have
on[y three resources
- sun sana ana
sea!"
j

Island nation chief executive

As noted earlier, coastal and marine tourism is
an increasingly significant component of the
economies of many countries, in some
instances providing the main source of foreign
currency earnings. The warm-water seas and
coasts have always generated an attraction for

people who want to relax and these have
become the focus of an expanding recreational
industry during the latter half of this century.
Activities such as swimming, sailing, fishing,
. windsurfing, scuba-diving and just simply lying
on the beach provide relaxation and enjoyment
for growing numbers of people drawn to the
shore. For national Meteorological Services,
however, the influx of tourists generates an
increasing need to inform and educate visitors
regarding weather and related natural hazards
which may affect their enjoyment of the coastal
environment.
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WEATHER, CLIMATE AND NAVIGATION
Early voyages to modern shipping
Long before the wheel was invented, human
beings began to traverse rivers, lakes and
coastal waters using logs, reed bundles,
inflated skins and crude rafts. Later, innovative
individuals shaped simple boats, their efforts
leading progressively to dugouts, framed
canoes covered with skins or bark, to the
planked hull, the paddle and oar, the sail, the
rudder and finally to seagoing ships. Historical
artifacts show that Greek seafarers explored the
Aegean Sea more than 9 000 years ago,
leaving traces of their passage on islands.
Freight- and passenger-carrying ships were in
regular operation in the Mediterranean Sea by
3000 BC and ships were used in primitive
maritime warfare during this era.
The great variability of winds in the
Aegean and the Mediterranean Seas meant that
these sailing captains had not only to know the
stars but also where and when the winds would
blow at various seasons and times of day.
Their knowledge was not restricted to the
Mediterranean as written documents from
Roman times include sailing directions for the
Red Sea, the Persian Gulf and the route to the
west coast of India, reflecting an understanding
of seasonal monsoon winds. Similarly, early
artifacts suggest that Polynesian and other
Pacific island peoples had developed navigational skills and knowledge of wind and current
more than 4 000 years ago. These ancient
seafarers were undoubtedly the world's first
practising marine meteorologists!
Seafarers' knowledge of climatic patterns
continued to grow over the centuries. Long
before the arrival of the Portuguese and other
Europeans, the seasonal wind patterns of the
Indian Ocean were exploited by Arab sailors
who navigated their dhows down the East

African coast on the North East monsoon in
December and January and returned with the
South West monsoon in April and May. The
Chinese shipmasters who dominated the trade
between South China and Southern India in the
14th century must have possessed considerable knowledge of winds and currents. Soon
after the voyages of Columbus, the Spanish
realized that the wind patterns of the central
and north Atlantic Ocean flowed roughly in a
clockwise direction. They used the North East
trat:le winds for their westbound voyages to the
New World and learned to follow the Florida
current out of the Caribbean Basin through the
Florida straits and north of the Bahamas to gain
westerly winds for the voyage home .•
In more recent times, the established global
trade routes of the last century were defined by

Euen the most modem
uessels are uulnerable to
the power of the oceans
(WWF/M. Edwards/BIOS)

;
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" ... at 0345 the ship's speed was reduced to 4.5 knots, the minimum
required for steerage. The Grand Lounge windows stove in ... at 0400,
the windows being 22 m above the water and 200 m from the stern. At
0410 the rogue wave was sighted right ahead, looming out of the darkness ..., it looked as though the ship was heading straight for the white
cliffs of Dover. The wave seemed to take ages to arrive ... before it broke
with tremendous force over the bow. An incredible shudder went
through the ship, followed a few moments later by two smaller
shudders. There seemed to be two waves in succession as the ship fell
into the "hole" behind the first one. The second wave of 28-29 m
(period 13 seconds), whilst breaking crashed over the foredeck, carrying
away the forward whistle mast ... ".
Compiled from reports of the Master and Officers of the Queen Elizabeth 2
(Marine Weather Observer, Vo\. 66, No. 333, July 1996)

roll-on roll-off (RO-RO) vessels, giant crude oil
carriers (VLCCs), hydrofoils, wave- piercing
catamarans and hovercraft being used in their
own special applications. These modern ships,
powered by oil-fired or diesel engines, jet
turbines and even nuclear propulsion, are
equipped with the latest navigation and control
technologies. They are also supported by an
internationally coordinated marine safety
system, the Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System (GMDSS), established under the
umbrella of the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea, known as the SOLAS
Convention.

The power of nature

'Ifie rargest
autfienticatea open
ocean wave was
oGservea in tfie
Pacific Ocean in 1933
wfien tfie e~ecutive
officer of a US 'J{avy
tanf(g.r computea tfie
fieigfit of agigantic
farrowing sea as 112
feet (appro;rj.matefy
34 metres)!

mariners' acquired knowledge of the world's
wind and ocean current patterns. Trade winds
were used to travel north or south and for westward travel across the North Atlantic, Pacific
and Indian Oceans. Knowledge of the monsoon
wind systems was used on passages between
Europe, India and the Far East, while to undertake voyages to Australia required an
understanding qf the prevailing westerlies of
the latitudes south of the Cape of Good Hope
and Cape Horn, the "Roaring Forties" of the
clipper ship era.
By the end of the 19th century, sail was in
decline and the most profitable cargoes were
increasingly being taken by steamships which
could operate on a reliable schedule, though
many sailing vessels continued to be used in
trade until the 1930s. Today, modern vessels
have become progressively more specialized
with variations including container ships,

The vulnerability of ships to wind, wave, fog
and ice has' not, however, been eliminated by
the passage of the era of sail. Weather and
sea-state conditions still impose significant
constraints on marine transportation and navigating the world's oceans still exposes ships
and people to the forces of nature. Storms and
the large waves associated with them increase
fuel usage and transit time on ocean voyages.
In the worst circumstances, they can reduce
even the most modern ships and floating platforms to their survival modes and still, on
occasion, cause tragic loss of life.
The impact of huge seas on even the most
capable modern vessel is described in reports
(see box) issued following an incident which
occurred on 11 September 1995, when the
liner Queen Elizabeth 2 passed near Hurricane
Luis off the coast of Newfoundland and was hit
by a 95-foot sea (approximately 29 metres).
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MARINE METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES
In view of the importance of the oceans and the
vulnerability of people at sea to wind and wave,
it is not surprising that the provision of marine
weather services is an ongoing preoccupation
of WMO and one of the most important functions of the national Meteorological Services of
coastal and maritime nations. The earliest
formal meteorological services were those for
mariners, the first international conference on
marine meteorology being held in Brussels in
1853 where a uniform approach to taking
meteorological observations on board ships
was established. Shortly after the Brussels
conference, national Meteorological Services
were established in a number of countries to
provide weather warnings and forecasts for
coastal areas. Only two decades later, in 1873,
it was widely accepted that a permanent body
was needed to promote the further development and application of meteorology through
international cooperation and standardization
and the concept of an International Meteorological Organization (IMO) was born. IMO
effectively served the cause of international
meteorology until the formal establishment of
WMO on 23 March 1950.

provides the observed data, the Global Dataprocessing System (GDPS) which produces
analyses and forecasts and the Global
Telecommunication System (GTS) which
relays information around the globe.

Weather observing at sea
The provision of marine weather services is
dependent on a steady flow of accurate and
timely observations of wind, weather, waves, air
arttl sea temperatures, ice conditions and other
elements from the oceans of the world.
Consequently, WMO through its Members
undertakes a worldwide, round-the-clock monitoring effort to take the pulse of the weather and
climate at the ocean surface, under the umbrella
of the World Weather Watch Programme.

The World Weather Watch
At the global level, the WMO World Weather
Watch (WWW) Programme is the international
cooperative programme which arranges for the
gathering and distribution, in real time on a
worldwide scale, of meteorological information
including marine weather and oceanographic
observations, forecasts and other bulletins. The
World Weather Watch is composed of coordinated national systems operated by national
Meteorological Services. Its three components
are the Global Observing System (GOS) which

The collection of
observations from the
oceans is essential to the
production of weather
forecasts and warnings
(AES Canada)
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National Meteorological
Services pmuide
weather, sea-state and
ice forecasts and
warnings to shipping as
an integral component
of the GMDSS, primarily
through the SafetyNet
service offNMARSA T
(INMARSAT)

This huge effort involves the ongoing
collection of weather, wave, sea temperature
and other observations from almost 7 000
commercial ships enrolled in WMO's Voluntary
Observing Ships programme, from drifting and
moored meteorological buoys, automated
shipboard data collection platforms, oil rigs and
coastal automatic weather stations. WMO and
its Members work closely with the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (I0C) of
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), maritime
organizations, shipping lines, the oil industry
and other interests to maintain and improve
these ocean observation prtlgrammes. Ocean
observations are relayed around the globe via
WMO's Global Telecommunication System for
use in the preparation of weather, wave and ice
forecasts and to provide climatological information for planning and design purposes. In
addition, meteorological sensors on orbiting

and geostationary satellites continuously
observe the atmosphere and the oceans,
feeding images of cloud systems, sea ice and
other data to the GTS, global, regional and
national forecast centres and data archives.
The capabilities of the latest generation of
ocean satellites, which provide an unprecedented level of detail on the structure and
features of the world's oceans, offer great
potential for further development of predictive
capability on a broad spectrum of timescales.

Marine weather products and
services
The first weather maps based on telegraphic
data were publicly displayed in Washington
in 1850 and in 1905 radio-telegraph was used
to relay weather reports from ships at sea
to coastal radio stations. Subsequently, the
First International Convention for the Safety
of Life at Sea (the SOLAS Convention) called
for coverage of all shipping lanes and fishing
grounds with weather forecasts broadcast
by radio. This led to the evolution of an
international system for the collection of
meteorological observations from the oceans,
the analysis of these observations and the
subsequent preparation and broadcast of
meteorological bulletins to shipping.
Over the years, WMO, its predecessor the
IMO, and maritime organizations developed a
coordinated system of marine forecast and
warning services covering both coastal waters
and the high seas. Individual national
Meteorological Services were assigned responsibilities for the provision of weather bulletins
for specific ocean areas. With the international
adoption in 1988 of the Global Maritime
Distress and Safety System (GMDSS), marine
communications have been updated to reflect
advances in satellite and other communications technology and Morse-code qualified
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radio officers are fast disappearing from ships.
Dissemination of meteorological warnings and
forecasts to shipping is an integral part of the
GMDSS system and GMDSS communications
permit automatic shipboard receipt of weather
and navigation information by INMARSAT
satellite communications, radiotelephony and
radio-telex (NAVTEX). Regularly scheduled
weather, sea-state and ice forecasts along with
warnings of tropical cyclones, gales, storms
and other hazards are now routed to ships at
sea by INMARSAT and NAVTEX broadcasts. In
addition, these products are still broadcast by
some coastal radio stations though this method
is gradually being eliminated as the world's
shipping approaches full compliance with the
GMDSS communications system, as required
of all ships by 1 February 1999.

Ship routing yesterday and today
As reflected in sailing notes by Greek, Arab and
other sailors, the historical origins of marine
meteorology predate by many centuries the
milestone events of modern marine weather
services. In the days of sail, the choice of route
could be critical and early mariners quickly
learned some rudimentary climatology for
route planning purposes. This climatological
approach to route selection was formalized in
the mid-19th century by US Navy Lieutenant
Maury who compiled thousands of observations from ships' logs into advisory wind and
current charts. Reliance on climatology,
however, meant that individual voyages were
adversely affected when en-route weather
conditions departed from
the
norm.
Consequently, during the past three decades,
ship routing services have been developed
which utilize the wind and wave forecasts from
modern weather and sea-state prediction
models to develop a recommended route which
will minimize time on passage, fuel usage and

other operating costs. These recommended
routings can accommodate special requirements such as wind/wave conditions below a
specified threshold, as sometimes demanded
by sensitive cargoes or for the movement by
barge of top-heavy loads such as jack-up oil
drilling rigs.

Specialized requirements
Requirements for marine weather services have
expanded greatly during the last half of this
century. Not only has weather routing for ships
become routine but other specialized products
and services have also been developed to meet
specific requirements of offshore oil and gas
development, coastal engineering, towing
operations, pollution clean-up and other
weather-sensitive activities at sea. The introduction of very large vessels ("superships") has
increased the emphasis on provision of marine

The provision of
analyses and forecasts of
sea ice is an important
responsibility of national
Meteorological Services
in high latitudes
(AES Canada)
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weather services for coastal regions, ports and
harbours. These vessels are most vulnerable in
confined waters and it is here that the threat of
a major human or environmental disaster is
greatest. Very low tides due to offshore winds,
for example, can reduce the depth of navigation channels to the point where these deep
draft vessels are in danger of grounding. For
this reason, forecasts of very low tides (as well
as storm surges) are now among the important
services available to shipping.

Ice services
Forecasts of the expected
occurrence offreezing
spray enable mariners to
take avoidance or
mitigating actions

(AES Canada)

Increasingly, marine transportation, fishing and
oil exploration activity are occurring in icecovered waters in polar and sub-polar regions.
In polar waters, ice and sometimes icebergs
present a substantial obstacle to navigation by
even ice-strengthened vessels. Thus, forecasts
of ice formation, behaviour and decay make an

important contribution to the safety of navigation. This has led to growing requirements for
sea ice information services and WMO and
national Meteorological Services have risen to
the challenge. Very significant advances have
been made since the loss of the SS Titanic. The
collision with an iceberg provided the impetus
which led to the development of the
International Ice Patrol in the North West
Atlantic Ocean. Today, regular provision of sea
ice maps, forecasts and bulletins is an integral
part of the operational programmes of national
Meteorological Services whose nations conduct
activities in the polar seas.
To compound the concerns of mariners
regarding pack ice and icebergs, the accumulation of ice on vessel superstructures due to
spray freezing on contact (and to a lesser extent
due to ice fdg and freezing rain) is an added
hazard in higher latitudes. Freezing spray
occurs in conditions of strong winds, cold water
and below freezing air temperatures. The buildup of ice from freezing spray can severely
diminish a vessel's stability and, in the worst
circumstances, ships have overturned and been
lost due to this phenomenon. Consequently,
warnings of freezing spray and ice accretion are
an important component of marine weather
forecasts in cold ocean regions.

Weather and climate services for
the fishery
In addition to sea transport, meteorological
data, products and services are of great value
to other marine sectors, not least the fishery.
Ocean circulation and temperature patterns
exert substantial influence on fish stocks.
Regions of upwelling waters increase the
supply of nutrients near the surface and tend to
be favourable regimes for fish. Changes in
ocean climate can change the distribution and
abundance of fish populations, affecting their
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health, food supply, reproduction and growth
rates and their exposure to predators. Weather
conditions have always constrained fishing
operations. High winds, large waves, ice and
freezing spray still interfere with fishing by even
the most modern stern trawlers and can
prevent operations by smaller inshore vessels.
Consequently, marine weather forecasts and
warnings are of great operational value to the
fishing industry in all regions of the globe.

Meteorological support to offshore
resource extraction
Like fishing, offshore oil drilling and production
expose people and equipment to the full range
of weather and climate conditions at sea, and
many related operations are subject to severe
weather and wave constraints. In consequence,
climate information is used to design oil rigs and
support vessels to withstand weather, sea-state
and ice conditions in the operating area. It is
also used for operational planning to determine
ice-free seasons or other suitable periods for
drilling. Specialized weather and wave forecasts
are critically important to the oil industry since
many offshore activities must be suspended in
advance of the occurrence of limiting weather
and sea-state conditions. Among particularly
weather-dependent operations are movements
of personnel and supplies by helicopter and
ship, sea floor pipe laying, drilling, barge towing
and anchor handling. These activities are all
subject to limits imposed by weather, wave
height or wave period and accurate forecasts of
these parameters with sufficient lead time are
essential if failures and losses are to be avoided.
Specialized marine weather services relevant to
the oil industry also include the provision of
forecasts of the movement and behaviour of oil
slicks, caused by accidental spillage, pipeline
rupture or loss of an oil tanker, and of the
dispersion in the atmosphere of toxic and

inflammable gas from gas well blow-out or accidental release.
Offshore mining of other high-value
resources such as diamonds is now under way
in some parts of the world along with a number
of deep ocean scientific and exploratory drilling
programmes. Like all maritime operations,
advance warnings of threatening weather and
waves are of significant importance to the
conduct of these mining activities. The discovery of rich mineral nodules in the deep oceans
has led to trials of novel deep ocean mining
techniques. As these become operational,
requirements will increase for specialized
weather services to support what will inevitably
be vulnerable high seas operations.

Weather services for recreation,
tourism and coastal zone
.
development
National Meteorological Services are also
responding to the growing importance of
coastal recreation and tourism by providing
products and services for this sector. These
targeted services range from assessments of
the climatic suitability of areas for specific
recreational activities to special forecasts and
information products tailored to particular
interests. For example, small boat forecasts
and advisories have been developed to support
recreational sailing, windsurfing and powerboating activities and UV (ultraviolet) indices
are now widely disseminated to assist people in
managing their exposure to the sun's damaging UV rays. The sometimes critical importance
of marine weather in the recreational context
has been driven home by a number of tragic
sinkings which have occurred during ocean
racing events in recent years.
The interaction of land, sea and atmosphere comes into sharpest focus along coasts.
The action of tides and waves can place severe

"It 'lUas tfiat baa tfie
ne7(t morning 'lUfien
'lUe startea to beat ice
tfiat tfiere 'lUas four
incfies on tfie rife-boat
covers/ aft of tfie
'lUfieeffiouse/ ana tfie
on[y tfiing tfiat
'lUasn 't icea 'lUas tfie
aecf(- because tfiere
'lUas enougfi water
f£usfiing bacl(ana
fortfi on tfie aecl( to
f(g.ep it free - ana
tfie mastfieaa. Otfier
tfian tfiat sfie 'lUas
coverea'lUitfi ice: ana
I aitfn't £if(g. it one
bit! I fiat! a feering
'lUitfiin me tfiat I
neverfeft before or
since ana I berieve it
'lUas fear - ana I
fiope to never see tfiat
again!"
Nova Scotia fisherman
Guy D'Entremont

"
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stresses on coastal structures and harbour
facilities. National Meteorological Services
contribute to the design of coastal engineering
works such as breakwaters by the provision of
statistical design information on waves, winds
and other meteorological phenomena. In addition, as coastal development progresses, the
vertical structure of the atmosphere and the
local wind patterns along coastlines frequently
make coasts favourable areas for the development of local air pollution problems. Coastal
industries also contribute to the airborne transport of pollutants such as heavy metals and
toxic chemicals to the oceans. Meteorological
and climate information assists in addressing
the challenges posed by integrated coastal
zone management by enabling planning decisions to be based on factual information
regarding air'pollution potential, the magnitude
of forces exerted by wind and wave, the intensity of heavy rainfalls and so on.
Forecasts of winds,
waves and the expected
trajectOfy ofoil slie/cs
assist in cleanup
operations following
oil spills at sea
(WWF/A. Greth/BIOS)
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CLIMATE VARIABILITY, CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE OCEANS
Any factor which alters the radiation received
from the sun or radiated from the Earth or
which modifies the redistribution of energy
within and between the atmosphere, oceans
and land will affect climate. Increases in the
concentration of greenhouse gases such as
carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide
reduce the efficiency with which earth cools to
space, tending to warm the lower atmosphere
and the Earth's surface. In contrast, aerosols,
or small particles emitted into the atmosphere
by combustion of fossil fuels or volcanic action,
absorb and reflect or scatter solar radiation,
alter cloud amount and reflectivity and tend to
cool the Earth's surface climate.
The oceans play a very important role in
climate because, as stated earlier, they move
large amounts of heat from the tropics to the
poles and store large amounts of heat, carbon
and carbon dioxide within their depths. The
thermohaline ocean circulation, driven by
changes in sea-water density resulting from
temperature or salinity effects, allows water
from the surface to be carried down into the
deeps where it is isolated from the atmosphere.
Freshwater inputs from river discharges, meltwater and precipitation exert an influence on
salinity and ocean circulation patterns. The
oceans absorb carbon dioxide and other gases
and exchange them with the atmosphere in
ways that alter ocean circulation and climate
variability. Consequently, climate models used
to assess the global warming/climate change
phenomenon must include an adequate
description of these and other ocean processes
if they are to produce realistic projections of
future climate.
Climate is subject to natural variations on
all timescales, from seasons to decades and
beyond. Probably the best known of the

climatic variations which occur on a seasonal
to interannual timescale is associated with the
so-called
El
Nino/Southern
Oscillation
phenomenon (ENSO), a classic example of
how the coupling between the ocean and the
atmosphere determines climate variability and
predictability.
The normal distribution of atmospheric
mass along the equator results in high atmospheric pressure in the central equatorial
Pacific Ocean with low pressure in the western
ecf\.1atorial Pacific. In certain years, this
pattern changes so that high pressure is experienced in the western equatorial Pacific with
low pressure in the central Pacific. The system
then gradually reverts back to the normal
pattern. These shifts of atmospheric mass and
the associated changes in surface pressure
patterns along the equator are known as the
Southern Oscillation. They occur irregularly,
roughly once every two to seven years, and
are linked to changes in the tropical oceans.
Under normal conditions, the sea surface in
the eastern Pacific is relatively cool. During El
Nino years, in contrast, the atmospheric pressure is unusually high in the western
equatorial Pacific and the sea surface in the
central and eastern Pacific tends to be unusually warm.
The name El Nino (the Christ child) was
first used by Peruvian fishermen to describe
unusually warm waters off their coast which
occurred before Christmas in certain years and
resulted in greatly reduced fish catches. It is
now known that other unusual climate variations around the world are associated with El
Nino and frequently result in droughts, floods
and related disasters such as landslides, crop
failures, the death of livestock and the collapse
of important fisheries.

'During tfie 1982-83
'El '.J\(j.iio, wiaefy
recognizee! as perfiaps
tfie most severe of tfie
20tfi century,
appro;rj.matefy
2 000 fives were [ost.
'Tota[ aamages were
estimatea at
somewfiere 6etween
'US$ 8 ana 13 6iraon.
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During El Nino events,
sea-swface temperatures
in the tropical
eastern Pacific become
significantly warmer
than normal. This
phenomenon is
associated with unusual
weather conditions in
many regions of the
globe and the connection
between ocean surface
temperature and
climate provides the
basis for seasonal
weather forecasts
(AES Canada)

Because of the substantial economic
losses associated with these climatic variations, significant international efforts have been
devoted to increasing our understanding of the
mechanisms which cause El Nino conditions,
supported by national governments, WMO and
other scientific organizations. Today, regular
observations of oceanic conditions in the tropical Pacific, similar to those made of the
atmosphere as part of the World Weather
Watch, allow us to see the El Ninos evolve and
even to predict their coming. Two major
programmes, the Climate Variability and
Predictability Programme (CLlVAR), following
on from the Tropical Ocean and Global
Atmosphere Experiment (TOGA), and the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE),

are collecting data and modelling both ocean
conditions and the interaction between the
oceans and the atmosphere with a view to
further improving our understanding of the
oceans' role in climate and climate prediction.
Scientific evidence is pointing to changes
in the world's climate that are already under
way as human activities change the atmospheric concentrations and distribution of
greenhouse gases and aerosols. This was the
finding of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (lPCC), established in 1988 by
WMO and the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) to assess and report periodically on the knowledge of climate change.
The IPCC's most recent assessment suggests
that the Earth could be up to 3.5°C warmer by
the year 2100 if no preventive measures are
taken. During the same period, thermal expansion of the oceans supplemented by more rapid
melting of mountain glaciers and ice caps is
expected to increase average sea level by 15 to
95 centimetres with the most probable figure
being around 50 centimetres.
Rising sea levels pose a threat to the very
existence of some low-lying island nations and
coastal plains. They also increase vulnerability
to storm-induced flooding in many expanding
coastal cites. Consequently, WMO and the
global meteorological community place top
priority on improving our understanding of
global warming and its impacts on the oceans
and on island and coastal communities. The
Organization and its Members are continuing to
work with governments and other partners,
especially through the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), to develop policies to reduce its
magnitude and mitigate its impacts.
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CONCLUSION
It is clear that the importance of the oceans has
not been diminished by the technological
advances of the latter half of the 20th century.
Rather, the traditional importance of the seas
as a transportation route and a source of food
remains unchallenged and our reliance on
ocean resources has expanded to include
energy production, mining, aquaculture and
recreation. Our growing appreciation of the role
of the oceans in the climate system and in
influencing weather conditions thousands of
kilometres away and many months ahead has
increased the focus of the scientific community
and governments on the ocean-atmosphere
system. More ominously, the threat posed to
coastal communities and island states by
global warming, rising sea levels and changes
in the distribution of fish populations reinforces
concerns regarding the long-term sustainability

of current economic and development
approaches.
Against this backdrop, there is clearly a
continuing requirement for the Marine
Meteorological Services of WMO Members to
facilitate safe and efficient operations at sea
and to contribute to the sustainable development of ocean resources. There is, in addition,
a great challenge and opportunity facing WMO
and the meteorological and oceanographic
communities in seeking to harness the developing understanding of the linkages between
oceans and climate to provide seasonal and
annual predictions of droughts and other severe
climatic conditions. A further and very farranging challenge is to refine our understanding
of the role of the oceans in time to contribute
substantially to preventing or mitigating the
most adverse impacts of global warming.

